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Loyalist Estates News 

 
Line Dancing 

The community christened our new dance floor, located on the top end of Country Club Drive, on 
July 24th. There was a good turnout with 14 line dancers and some others who didn't dance but 
enjoyed the show!  Unfortunately it was extremely hot and dancing on black asphalt didn't help, so 
the dancing was cut short.  Everyone had fun and people learned some new dance steps! Hopefully 
the clubhouse will soon return to normal and everyone can show off their new moves! 
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New Volunteer Opportunities with Bath Canada Day Committee 
The Bath Canada Day Committee welcomes our newest volunteer, Iain Maciver. He has agreed to 
be the Team Leader for the Entertainment and Children’s Activities. 
Before you say, “Aw shucks, I could have done that” read on……. 
Team leaders are still needed for 

• Promoting Bath Canada Day events 
• Overseeing the Parade 
• Helping with the logistics. 

Each team already has a number of dedicated volunteers who work on specific programs or tasks.  
As a Team Leader your job is to make sure that things progress along the timelines, problem solve 
as needed and work with the chair to identify resources. 
You will be mentored for the 2021 event, receive timelines, contact information and help as required. 
The Team Leader’s commitment is expected to be 25-30 hours a YEAR. There will be a couple of 
short meetings in the late Fall with most of the activity occurring between April and June 30th. 
Our community is so rich with people who have a huge variety of skill sets and past experience. 
Please consider sharing some of these so we can continue to make Bath the best place to be on 
Canada Day.  
If you would like more details, give me a call at 613-352-5670. 
Diane Nolting 

 
          Left to right 

1. David Golding creates the Big Canada Day Button every year and     
the button designer rides with it in the Parade. Making lots of great 
memories. 

2. John Warren, Joe Leroux and Bruce Dodds help vendors get set up   
for the annual market. 

3. Laurie Minorgan and team members Jean Hudacin, Yvonne Ward 
and Cathy Thomas made the Monarch’s fundraising dance a real success. 

4. Kym Fairfax, looks after the Fireworks   
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Tree Lending Library 

Charmaine McKay at 15 Hawley Court maintains a small lending library that is located on a tree in 
the front yard. The library works like many other small libraries, on a basis of “take one, leave one”! 
Charmaine looks forward to welcoming new patrons!! 

      

 

 

LCCRA Membership Drive Thank you 

We would like to thank all the Residents who helped make this year's Membership drive a 
success.      
 
A big thank you to the Greeters for allowing their homes to be drop off points for payments and our 
Treasurer for setting up for e-transfer payments to make the collection of membership dues as easy 
as possible. 
 
In addition, a number of residents and members of the Executive were so helpful in distributing the 
receipts and the Telephone Directories. 
 
Thank you so much. 
 
Membership Chair 
Roxanna Beddington 
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NEW AND UPDATES TO RESIDENTS IN THE COMMUNITY 

 

We would like to welcome our new residents and advise you of the following 
updates in our community. 

 

New Residents to LCCRA   

Name Address Phone 
Moved From / 

update info 

Keith Tuffrey 94 Country Club Dr 416-991-4114  

Janet Gerritsen 94 Country Club Dr 905-906-6577  

Andy and Helen 
VandeSande 

468 Country Club Dr 613-352-0217  

Dave and Rose Hulme 69 Abbey Dawn 647-924-3642  

George and Roxana 
Danis 

42 Glenora Drive 613-352-0212  

 

Changes/Updates 

Name Address Phone 
Moved From /  
update info 

Harvey and Leona 
Lowe 

7 Kings Court 613-220-4643  

Lorne Blatchford 3 Abbey Dawn Dr 613-778-0205  
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                                               Residents’ Appreciation/Comments 

 

                SUNSHINE CLUB  

 

Penny Leroux 

Many thanks to the Sunshine Club for the lovely flowers, and to Beatrice for delivering them. 
It sure brightened up my day, and was greatly appreciated.  

Penny Leroux 

Bea Stewart 

I would like to thank the Sunshine Club for the beautiful hanging plant delivered by Doreen Bates. 
I am coming along fine and doing what I am supposed to do to get better. Again, thank you. 

Bea Stewart 

 

Community Thanks 

Traffic Circle Planting and Upkeep 

Thank you to Doug and Deb Noiles for taking care of the traffic circle for the past number of years. 
Shortly after moving in, they decided to sponsor the reworking of the roundabout, including the 
planting of spring and summer flowers and the upkeep of its gardens. Working with Simply 
Landscaping, they developed a garden design that utilized the trees and some of the grasses that 
were already there and then added five flower beds. Simply Landscaping handled the initial clean-up 
and since then helps with the bulb and flower plantings as well as the day-to-day upkeep.  

The word spread and the community came out and helped with the planting of spring bulbs and later 
the summer flowers. Some wine, cheese and sometimes chili were added to the mix on the planting 
days. It became a happy occasion, especially for Deb and Doug since they spend the summer 
months away and do not see everyone in the nice summer weather! The hat was passed and the 
contributions received helped cover some of the costs.  

The two seasonal plantings, and the maintenance, continue despite the CoVid virus. The Noiles look 
forward to the day that they can again host another neighbourhood "Planting of the Bulbs".  We all 
hope that this tradition will start again next year. A BIG thank you to the Noiles. 
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Abbey Dawn Road Sign  

Joe Ryan is the person responsible for the 
wonderful clean up and re-do of the Abbey Dawn 
Road sign! He enlisted the help of Jeff Weir, son 
of Dave and Paddy Weir, who is an artist and a 
cabinet maker. The two men took the sign totally 
apart, cleaned it up, and then Jeff repainted it. 
Joe and Jeff even made sure the original colours 
were used! They then rebuilt the sign and 
reinstalled it. It sure looks fantastic and with the 
care taken in the redo, it should last a good long 
while. 

Let’s all enjoy the lovely new Abbey Dawn sign and give a big thank you to Joe and Jeff.  
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From Tee to Green 

 

Loyalist Golf and Country Club 

Now open – see website for new booking procedures 

 

 

League Play 

The Men’s and Ladies Leagues officially started play on June 30. If you are interested in 
joining either league, please check at the pro shop for contact information. 

 

Nine and Wine 

The Ladies Nine and Wine ladies are continuing to enjoy great evenings of Nine and Wine!  

    

The Nine part of our evening! 
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If you are interested in joining, please contact Melanie Myers, 
loyalistnineandwine@gmail.com, 613-352-7256 to join. 

 

 

 

New Members of the Hole in One Club 

Ken Yong Yow got his first Hole in One on Hole #11  
on July 30!!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
And Walter Emrick got his first Hole in One on Hole #4 last week. A team mate said they all 
watched it take one bounce and then straight into the hole! Congratulations Walter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And then the Wine portion!! 
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Dealing with Covid-19 Loyalist Style  
 

Notes from the Entertainment Guru 

If you are like me, regular TV, whether cable or satellite, just does not have 

much to offer us, especially during this current situation. So, as an 

alternative I will make some personal and hopefully useful suggestions for 

your nightly entertainment. First, I must be clear in saying that I make these 

suggestions only because I have personal used the mentioned streaming 

services or viewed a particular series that I found entertaining. Keeping in 

mind that everyone’s tastes in entertainment differ, I have tried to cover a reasonable viewing 

selection. 

Let us look at streaming services that I consider worth the money to sign up for. Keep in mind that 

you can cancel any of these services at any time after the first month and most offer a free trial 

period. Of course, there is the old reliable, NETFLIX. It has been around for a while and I will cover a 

few viewing series that may capture your interest. However, there are a few other services that I 

have found to be excellent streaming services. 

• One is Amazon Video, there are two ways to sign up for this service, Firstly, directly to 

Amazon Video Service for $7.99 + tax for the streaming service only or through Amazon 

Canada Prime for $79/year, but that gives you a host of other options such as music, 

shopping and audio books etc. 

• Two is Acorn TV, at $7.49/ month plus tax, of course. Acorn offers you excellent British / 

Australian award-winning series and gives a 7-day free trial and again you can cancel at any 

time.  

• Three is Britbox, at $8.99 + tax. Again, great British series entertainment and they offer a free 

trial period of 7-days and again cancel at any time. 

You can review all three on the internet to answer any questions. Also, you will need a Smart TV 

and, in some cases, either Apple TV or Roku, google play or some other streaming device. 

Remember, you can turn any regular TV into a Smart TV by simply purchasing a streaming device 

and attaching it to your TV. 

OK, we have now covered streaming devices that I have enjoyed so let’s cover some of the shows 

that I feel you might enjoy. I have placed them in a column format to help you decide.    
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TV Series Streaming Service Comments 
Homeland Netflix A 7 season thriller about international 

activities of the CIA. On the edge of your 

seat stuff with great acting by Claire Danes 

and Damian Lewis 

Shetland Netflix A 3 season crime drama in the Shetlands 

staring Douglas Henshall as Detective 

Inspector Perez 

Hinterland Netflix A 3 season Crime drama with each 

episode dealing with a new murder to be 

solved by a Detective Inspector with his 

own problem  

Hell on Wheels Netflix A 5 season action adventure about the 

coming of the Transcontinental Railroad. 

This is a must-see series but be warned it 

is very graphic and true to the time period. 

Trapped Netflix A 2 season crime drama set in Iceland, a 

real viewing game changer 

Scott and Bailey  Netflix A 5 season drama about 2 women police 

Detectives and their dealing with work and 

personal lives. Highly recommend 

Bodyguard Netflix A single season police drama about a 

British police officer assigned to personal 

protection for a Government Minister, lots 

of great twists in this one. 

Derry Girls Netflix A 2 season sitcom about 4 Irish girls and 1 

boy’s coming of age in Belfast.  

Foyle’s War Acorn TV A view of the Second World war while 

investigating various crimes in England by 

Detective Chief Superintendent Foyle. You 

will love this one 

Trivia Acorn TV A group of friends and not so friends 

getting together once a week in the local 
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pub to play trivia. All about the obsession 

to win that can only be told in the 

humorous British way. 

Hamish MacBeth Acorn TV A young officer patrols a small Scottish 

town with his canine partner Wee Jock. 

Lots of good fun viewing with this one. 

800 Words Acorn TV He has lost his wife and decides to start 

over so a move from Australia to New 

Zealand is needed, what could go wrong, 

everything... must watch entertainment 

The Brokenwood 

Mysteries 

Acorn TV A quirky New Zealand mystery involving a 

Detective Inspector that loves his county 

music. Good fun crime drama 

Detectorists Acorn TV Two quirky friends sent out to find treasure 

in the English countryside using metal 

detectors. A real fun series that I would 

watch again, Got to see this one…. 

Heart Guy Acorn TV An Aussie drama about a gifted heart 

surgeon who is too fun loving and finds 

himself sent to a small community as a GP 

as punishment by the medical professional 

board. Good viewing for everyone 

Hold the Sunset Britbox Good British humour about a retired 

widower and his old flame who is also 

windowed and the son that moves back 

home. Starring John Cleese, need I say 

any more. 

Death in Paradise Britbox A quirky Detective Inspector sent from 

London to investigate the death of a Met 

Officer on the Island of Ste Marie in the 

Caribbean. Good fun and great scenery  
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There are of course, many more great series that you will no doubt find on your own that fit your 

viewing taste. There is one more that I think you should look at, and that is “The Looming Tower”. I 

will let you look that one up on Amazon Prime, enough to say that is a reasonably accurate series 

about the events surrounding the twin towers in NY. 

So, there you have it. I hope some of these programmes peak your interest, and you will have a 

look. Enjoy and stay safe. 

The Entertainment Guru  

 

 

 

  

 

 

                                             

                                                  Always Practice Safe Distancing 
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Little Stones 

My friend, Ethel, just posted an update about her communications in this time of isolation. 
She wrote hilarious one-liners from her household appliances being mean to their stuck-at-
home owner. When at last she finished with, “… and the vacuum just sucks!” I recalled my 
plan to drag out that ‘sucker’ while Cal is out picking up necessities. 

 I started at the front door mat with the carpeting attachment that spins. Its powerful 
sucking action with the rotating brush encourages the hair and dust and little stones up into 
the canister. I love this tool because it is so effective on the little bit of carpeting we have: 
mats at the entrances and the patio door, and especially the plush, foot-friendly master-
bedroom pile. Our finished family room downstairs is carpeted too, but I have to admit that it 
and the vacuum are not that well acquainted. 

 As I swiped back and forth on the front door mat it dawned on me that I was not 
hearing the usual tick, tick, tick of the little stones running up the hose and into the bag. 
Where are they? 

 I just kept going, but I couldn’t get those little stones out of my head. 

 While I sanitized the counter tops in the kitchen, and all the knobs and handles, the 
fridge door and on and on, the sound of the missing little stones kept intruding. I left Spotify 
alone. Thinking back, I realize it never occurred to me to choose any music to fill the void I 
was feeling. 

 So, I sat in Cal’s chair and started to deduce. First of all, the little stones aren’t there 
because when he comes home these days he enters through the garage so we can 
implement our sanitizing regimen for the articles coming into the house. He takes off his 
shoes in the garage, so no little stones on that doormat. Okay, I can live with that. 

 I feel it coming. The truth. It’s just awful. No little stones because  ̶  no little people. No 
grandchildren, no daughters, no sons-in-law, no 91-year-old father-in-law.  

 It’s my 69th birthday and I’m feeling sorry for myself, but not just for me. I sit thinking 
of all the little stones that might be missing in other homes.  

 Hey, wait a minute. I still have my little stones! I’m lucky. How many people out there 
are feeling lost, or lonely, maybe even grieving because a little stone of theirs is gone 
forever? How many do not have a carpet or a vacuum or a home? Or a loving hubby out in 
the world buying provisions?  

The thought of starting up some music on Spotify to comfort myself dawns on me and I 
reach to access a playlist. As I do there’s a sound and faces appear on my laptop screen … 
Kristin and Rebekah, daughter and granddaughter. They’re at their kitchen table in Ottawa, 
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doing a puzzle. Pyjamas, no make-up, big smiles and they are belting out Happy Birthday to 
You ... I bop along in my chair, pantomiming washing my hands. 

Oh, I still have my little stones and I sincerely hope you have yours too!  

 

Travel Insurance Update 

The topic of the moment is “What are we going to do this winter?” 

Travel insurance is a big part of the question mark. 

I’ve pulled together in a Frequently Asked Question format, Information that I believe will be 
helpful. 

HOWEVER, AND I CAN NOT STRESS THIS ENOUGH, CHECK, CHECK, and CHECK 
AGAIN. THEN read the fine print with a microscope. This information is generic in nature, 
and not specific to one company. 

Will I be covered by the Emergency Medical Care benefit if I decide to travel outside 
my province of residence, even if a level 3 warning (avoid all non-essential travel) or a 
level 4 warning (avoid all travel) is in place?  

Yes. The Emergency Medical Care benefit remains valid even when a warning to avoid non-
essential travel or all travel is in place. 

However, given the magnitude of the crisis and the reduced availability of medical resources 
around the world, generally assistance service is very limited in its ability to assist people in 
emergency situations abroad.  

If I test positive for COVID-19 abroad, will my medical expenses be covered if I have 
purchased the Emergency Medical Care benefit? 

Yes, however you must meet the stability requirements as stated in the insurance policy 
prior to the effective date of their contract.  

To be covered by the Emergency Medical Care benefit in case of a COVID-19 infection 
abroad, the covered person must: 

• Not show any symptoms related to COVID-19 in the 3 or 6 months prior departure  

• Not have tested positive for COVID-19 in the 3 or 6 months prior departure 
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Can I purchase Trip Cancellation or Interruption insurance to cover COVID-19? 

No. The Trip Cancellation or Interruption benefit does not cover situations that were known 
when the insurance contract was purchased. Because it has spread extensively around the 
world, we consider COVID-19 to be a known and uninsurable situation since March 12, 
2020. 

If the Canadian Government encourages me to return to my province of residence, 
will I be covered if I choose to stay abroad? 

In the event that the Canadian or provincial government encourages travelers to return to 
their country, the Insurer may require the return to the province of residence, within a 
reasonable timeframe, of any covered person travelling abroad, unless there is a medical 
contraindication. If you are unable to return to your province of residence, contact your 
insurer.  

If I test positive for COVID-19 and am placed in quarantine, will I continue to have 
Emergency Medical Care coverage and will my accommodations be covered? 

Yes, you will be covered by the Emergency Medical Care benefit.  

Your accommodation costs will be paid within the limits provided for in the contract if you 
have to postpone your return to your province of residence in the event of illness or injury. 
This includes the costs associated with quarantine following a confirmed COVID-19 
infection.  

If I am showing symptoms of COVID-19 abroad, will my COVID-19 test be covered? 

Yes. Diagnostic services are covered while travelling in a medical emergency when they are 
prescribed by the attending physician.  

 If I have been declined entry at my destination due to COVID-19, will Trip 
Cancellation or Interruption cover return ticket? 

No. Being denied entry at customs or at a security checkpoint is an exclusion to our 
coverage, except in a case of mistaken identity. Also, COVID-19 is considered a known and 
uninsurable situation since March 12, 2020. 

Peter Wilkie,  
Wilkie Insurance. 
51 Country Club Dr. 
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Editorial and other Stuff  

The following are comments or opinions of our readers and not necessarily the official position of the Honking Goose or the LCCRA.  

Email Address for the Honking Goose 

Please be aware that all submissions for the Honking Goose MUST be sent to “The Editor” at the 
following email address.  

HonkingGoose1979@gmail.com 

Get the Honking Goose faster  

The best and fastest way to get your copy of the Honking Goose is via the LCCRA email 
listing. The hardcopy is always a condensed version and does not include all the information 
you are looking for each month. To be sure you are in the know on community and other 
events; if you do not currently receive your copy of the Honking Goose by email, please 
register your email address with the LCCRA Webmaster John Warren by sending him an 
email requesting to be placed on the email list. John can be reached at info@lccra.ca  

 
 
 

The Honking Goose “Your Community – Your News” - since 1997 
Celebrating the start of our 23nd year of community news 

mailto:HonkingGoose1979@gmail.com
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